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Background
Studies have criticized oral assessments for having poor validity and reliability. There is limited research on structured oral assessments that assess specific competencies.

Aims
To evaluate the validity of the oral assessment component of a postgraduate psychiatry examination.

Methods
A retrospective analysis of the examination scores of 154 candidates from 12 postgraduate psychiatry examinations conducted during an 8 year period was carried out. Concurrent and construct validity was examined by correlating marks at the viva with the marks of theory, clinical long case and clinical short case components of the candidates. Separate multiple regression analyses were conducted to predict the scores of the different components of the examination.

Results
Repeated measure ANOVA showed there was no significant difference in the means between the different components of the examination (F=0.49, p=0.486). The viva was a sensitive method of assessment (79/88 =89.7%) but the specificity was low (36/66 =54.5%). Positive predictive value was 72.5% and the negative predictive value was 80.0%. Logistic regression analysis showed that the odds of passing the viva and passing the examination compared with passing the viva and failing the exam was 10.53 (95% CI 4.54- 24.47). There was a statistically significant, moderately high correlation between viva and theory components (r=0.50 p<0.001). Multiple regression models showed that viva marks were a predictor of performance at the clinical short case and theory components but not the clinical long case.

Conclusion
Viva had good sensitivity and positive and negative predictive values. Instead of discontinuing the use of oral assessments, ways should be identified to improve the reliability and validity of the oral assessment.


Introduction
Oral assessment (viva voce) is a component of many undergraduate and postgraduate examinations in medicine. They are also used in assessments for recruitment to medical schools, jobs and career promotions for medical personnel in many countries.

The format of oral examinations is not uniform. Oral assessments can be used as a method of testing knowledge of a specific subject area. These types of oral assessments mainly test recall and are often unstructured. Other oral assessments are used in testing clinical competence. They use hypothetical case scenarios or case vignettes, video-taped patient encounters or real patients to test clinical competence. Variability of the examination is high when questions are not structured. The duration of the oral assessments too vary ranging from a few minutes to one to two hours.

Studies have criticized oral assessments for having poor validity and reliability (1-6). This criticism has led to many professional bodies abandoning or modifying the traditional oral examinations. The validity and reliability of oral examinations can be increased by the use of structured, standardized orals and by training examiners (7). Increasing the examination time and number of examiners is also known to improve reliability of the oral assessment. For oral assessments based on clinical cases, reliability increases from 0.5 for a one hour assessment to 0.69 for a two hour assessment (8,9). Wass et al. have shown that increasing the duration of the oral assessment, thereby increasing the number of topics examined, and increasing the number of examiners could improve reliability (10). The reliability of using global judgments, appeared to be better than the reliability of averaged item scores (11). Kearny et al. reported that use of a structured oral examination format and global rating scales resulted in fair to good intra-rater and inter-rater reliability (12).

However, except for a few qualitative studies, we could not find quantitative studies on oral assessment that assessed specific competencies such as emergency and acute care management, which cannot be assessed using most other types of assessment such as written and clinical examinations (13).

The aim of this study was to evaluate the validity of a structured oral assessment that mainly assessed emergency and acute care management in the Postgraduate MD Psychiatry examination in Sri Lanka.

Method
Oral assessment is a component of the Postgraduate MD Psychiatry examination in Sri Lanka. Each candidate is examined by two examiners. The candidate
is presented two clinical scenarios and questioned on differential diagnosis, investigation and treatment. Case scenarios are based on problems not commonly assessed in the clinical long and clinical short cases, such as emergency management and management of restless or confused patients. They are also questioned on other aspects, not dealt with, in detail, in the other components of the examination, such as psychological therapies. Consensus marking is carried out by the examiners. Each candidate is examined for 20 minutes. The candidate is given a global mark ranging from 0-100. The oral assessment contributes 10% to the overall final total.

Apart from the viva the other assessment methods used in the MD Psychiatry examination are the theory examinations, clinical long case and clinical short case. The theory component consists of 60 multiple choice questions (MCQ) each with five true or false responses and an essay paper consisting of six essay questions. The MCQ and essay components each contribute 20% of the total marks. In the clinical long case component a candidate takes the history and examines the patient for one hour and presents the findings and discusses diagnosis and management. The candidate is examined by two examiners for 30 minutes. This component contributes 30% of the total marks. The clinical short case requires the candidate to examine two patients for 15 minutes each. They are assigned a task which may be a general assessment or a more specific task such as to carry out a cognitive assessment. Each candidate is examined by two examiners for 30 minutes. This component contributes 20% of the total marks.

Data collection and analysis
A retrospective analysis of the examination scores of 154 candidates from 12 MD Psychiatry examinations conducted from 2000-2008 was carried out. Ethical clearance for the study was obtained from the Ethics Review Committee of the Faculty of Medicine, University of Colombo.

We first examined the validity, in general, by calculating the sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive value and negative predictive value of the viva examination in identifying candidates who pass the MD Psychiatry examination.

Next, in order to ascertain concurrent and construct validity we studied the correlation of viva marks with the marks of theory, clinical long case and clinical short case marks of the candidates. We were able to obtain the details of the long case and short case marks separately only for 74 candidates. Separate multiple regression analyses were conducted to predict the scores of the different components of Psychiatry MD examination. The components of the examination considered were theory, clinical long case, clinical short case and viva. Stepwise regression analysis was carried out. Assumptions of normality, homogeneity of variance, linearity of the residuals and independent errors for each model were met. For all models a linear model fitted the data best. SPSS version 13.0 was used in the analysis of data.

Results
Eighty eight out of 154 candidates (57.1%) passed the MD Psychiatry examination during the period under study.

Marks of all components were calculated on a scale of 1-100. Table 1 shows the mean scores of the different components. A repeated measure ANOVA showed there was no significant difference in the means of the different components (F=0.49, p=0.486).

We first calculated the sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive value and negative predictive value of the viva by comparing the pass in the viva with an overall pass in the examination. Table 2 tabulates the ability of the viva to predict an overall pass in the examination.

Sensitivity is an indicator of the ability of the viva to identify candidates passing the examination. Specificity is an indicator of the ability of the viva to identify candidates failing the examination. While the viva is a sensitive method of assessment (79/88 =89.7%) the specificity was low (36/66 =54.5%). A candidate passing the viva has a 72.5% probability of passing the examination (positive predictive value). A candidate failing the viva has an 80.0% probability of failing the examination (negative predictive value).

Logistic regression analysis showed that the odds of passing the viva and passing the examination compared with passing the viva and failing the exam was 10.53 (95% CI 4.54-24.47).

Table 3 illustrates Pearson’s correlation between the different components of the examination. There is a moderately high correlation between the viva and the theory component which is statistically significant (r=.50 p<0.001). More than 25% (square of 0.502 as a percentage) of the variation in viva marks can be explained by the theory marks. There is a moderate correlation between marks of the the viva and the short cases (r =.460 p<0.001). Correlation between viva and the long case is low (r =.257 p<0.001).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Mean (%)</th>
<th>Standard deviation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Theory</td>
<td>55.30</td>
<td>6.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Long case</td>
<td>55.33</td>
<td>10.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Short case</td>
<td>52.53</td>
<td>12.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Viva</td>
<td>55.21</td>
<td>11.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Viva</th>
<th>Total Pass</th>
<th>Total fail</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pass</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fail</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>154</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
We fitted different multiple regression models to identify how the marks of each assessment component (excluding the viva marks) were predicted by the marks of the other components (including the viva marks) (Table 4). The models were able to predict 56% of the variance for the theory, 17% for clinical long cases, 27% for clinical short cases and 29% for the viva. The models indicate that the viva marks were a part of the models that significantly predicted the short case and theory components but not the long case.

The B values indicate the relationship between the outcome and the predictors. It also tells us to what degree each of the predictors affect the outcome if all other predictors are held constant.

Standardized beta values are measured in standard deviations and it is a better indicator of the contribution of the predictors to the model. The β value indicates that both the long case and the viva make almost an equal contribution in the model predicting the theory marks. For the short cases the viva was the most important predictor; i.e. when viva marks are added to model C, one standard deviation change in the viva score results in a 0.41 standard deviation change in the clinical short case score. Clinical long case marks (0.26) too were a significant predictor of clinical short case marks. For the long case, the only significant predictor was the theory marks (0.41).

### Discussion

Our study found that a pass in the viva was a sensitive indicator of an overall pass in the examination (89.7%) but it was not very specific (54.5%). Therefore viva performance was better at predicting a pass in the examination than a failure.

Similar means for theory, long case, short case and viva examinations indicate that candidates seem similarly competent in the competencies that each category of examination has assessed. The standard deviation (SD) of theory was narrower than the SD of other components, indicating a narrower spread of marks in the theory component. This means that it is least possible to discriminate candidates using the theory component as opposed to the clinical short case, clinical long case or viva.

The moderately high correlation between viva and the theory marks indicates that viva component has mostly assessed theoretical knowledge. This confirms the findings in previous studies (3,14-15). However because the oral examination marks only explain 25% of the theory marks, it leaves room for speculation as to whether the oral examination assesses competencies that the theory examination does not. This query is, in particular, of value in the context of this study, as the viva questions were aimed at assessing the ability to handle emergencies which was not specifically assessed in the theory component. The evidence for assessing a separate ability that is not assessed by the theory component or other components would have been stronger if the correlation was lower. A moderate correlation implies that candidates who are good at dealing with emergencies have good theoretical knowledge as well.

The viva does not assess the candidate’s response to an actual emergency situation. It only assesses the candidate’s knowledge about dealing with an emergency. The viva can be modified to take into account the speed of a candidate answering a given question when assessing responses to emergency situations. If the viva specifically considers the speed of response to such questions, even with a correlation coefficient of 0.5 the inclusion of a viva examination could be arguably be justified. In this particular viva, the global mark of the examiners may have reflected the candidate’s speed of responding. Oral assessments have the advantage of human interaction and this interaction can be used positively to assess areas such as the process of clinical decision making of the candidates. However examiner variability needs to be taken into consideration. This variability could be minimized by a structured, standardized oral assessment with detailed examiner guidelines.

### Table 3: Correlation of marks of different components of the examination

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Theory</th>
<th>Long Case</th>
<th>Short Case</th>
<th>Viva</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Theory</td>
<td>-0.410</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-0.502</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Long Case</td>
<td>0.410</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.349</td>
<td>-0.257</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Short Case</td>
<td>0.502</td>
<td>0.257</td>
<td>0.460</td>
<td>p&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 4: Prediction of MD psychiatry examination component scores using stepwise multiple regression analysis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>95% CI</th>
<th>β</th>
<th>R²</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Theory</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.09-0.36</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.31***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Viva</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.11-0.36</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Long Case</td>
<td>0.622</td>
<td>0.28-0.97</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.17***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theory</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.06-0.60</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Viva</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>0.22-0.72</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Short Case</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.08-0.48</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.29***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theory</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>0.13-0.89</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* a. Dependent variable theory-predictor variable short case was excluded
  b. Dependent variable long case-predictor variables short cases and viva were excluded
  c. Dependent variable short case-predictor variable theory was excluded
  d. Dependent variable viva-predictor variable long case was excluded

***p≤0.001
The regression analysis indicates the strong influence of the theoretical component in all the components except the clinical short cases. This is strong evidence that the short cases assess a set of abilities or competencies that is least dependent on theory. However, short cases seem to have a strong overlap with viva. In both the oral assessment (viva) and the short cases the candidates have to make quick clinical decisions and this may explain the overlap.

There are several limitations to this study. The small sample size taken in to account when interpreting the results of this study. We did not have access to the individual examiner marks and therefore could not assess reliability. However several studies have reported on the reliability of oral examinations and how oral assessments can be made reliable by including more cases and examiners and structuring the oral assessments (7). Although the sensitivity of the oral assessment and positive and negative predictive values were impressive it should be noted that the non-independence of data (i.e. viva scores being a part of the overall score) used for the calculation of specificity and sensitivity, may have inflated these results.

Conclusions
The moderate correlations of viva marks and with marks of other components of the MD examination indicate that there is a considerable percentage variation of viva marks which other examination marks cannot account for. Both the correlation and regression analyses provide sufficient evidence to initiate further studies on the validity of oral examinations which assess specific and unique competencies such as handling emergencies. This observation is further supported by the impressive sensitivity, and positive and negative predictive values attained by the oral examination. Instead of discontinuing the use of oral assessments ways should be identified to improve reliability and validity of the oral assessment and to consider its use for evaluating decision making rather than testing knowledge.
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